Grudge

I hate the police and judges because they hold grudges.

A bunch of niggas and snakes that like to be all in your face.

Telling the truth I am living proof when it comes to justice. They mean just us.

When all of them bureaucrats put on a big act for supporters there is no law in order.

David Simms
I invited

If you were indicted you were invited to be a rat a snitch a cold blooded bitch.

Going to the D.A. to cut a album that went platinum.

Now you are a star witness to a side show you Fucking Hoo.
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No Silence

Silence is golden and I speak the truth. From one gangster to another.

As some cry to Their mother as they tell the D.A. Their song cutting albums is Their game while showing no shame.

Because They can't shut up They need kicked in the butt, with no silence in This game I think it's real lame.

As I speak the truth These so call gangster will get you rooked.
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Feds

The Feds are in my face
because they have gave me a case.

With me in court like they are playing a sport.

As I look at them with a poker face while they tell me my fate

While the Agent told me your too late to talk so you can't walk. For all of your crimes you dirty slime.
Telling Lies

In a world of lies some hope that I will die. For getting sent to prison for no reason like it was hunting season. As the police and judges are holding grudges.

While saying I'm a gangster. That did crimes because I was addicted to the grind.

While some people are saying things that are not true. I don't care if they talk until they turn blue!

As they claim that I had produce a mass of toe tags and body bags and won't stop until my casket drops. That's their thoughts about me. Why don't they let me be. Because I refuse to die from all of these lies.

This is my untold story. That fills me with so much fury as I look into the sky to ask God why did they lie.
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Rat

I thought my man was a cool cat here I found out he's a stone cold rat.

A real snake that put my life at stake. A real no good magget, I should let the Fagget have it!

For thinking it's cool to tell he can go to Hell, the bitch ass snitch I'm going to put you in a ditch.
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Zoo

At one time I had lived in a zoo with staid pigeons and rats and that's the facts.

Living with moes with no souls. So what do it take when your living with snakes.

That stab you in the back playing it like a act. But some people don't have a clue on what to do in the Zoo.

D. David Simms
Animal

I am a animal a beast that killed at lease 10 people.

Like a predatory stalling it's Kill For The thrill while prowling at night.

I kill my prey without a Fight Hungry For blood giving out body bags and Toe Tags.

As They sign The death certificate.
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I cause destruction in the city streets. By selling poison to its people, that gives them destructive behaviors that causes them to rob, steal, or kill.

Because I am a self-made monster on these city streets known as a murder freak.

By scaring the city citizens at night when I get into a knife fight.
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Insane

At this time, they all said
That I was insane. That's why I
went along with their game.

To beat Death Row, so now you
know that I was smart from the
start.

Playing this insane game without
Gaining fame, that's a shame that
I had lied because I don't want
to die.

As a gangster in jail as my life is
going to hell.
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Respect

They say I'm a gangster that likes
To rumble for respect right after you got
checked.

As I rule Through Fear what do I care
expect your respect.

As you should respect The For the master
or you will be involve in a disaster.

Because I wreak havoc like a habit!
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Numbers

You wonder why there is murder by the numbers. From my first contract to my last.

Because I'm the one that kills so fast because I am built to last with a fast pace.

Leaving no trace after I shoot you in the face!
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I shot ya

I went to The Club to see if Things were jumping off but instead I had to pop off.

While I blast First and ask questions latter to you so called gangsters.

While I'm on top and that's not going to stop

As I give you this big blast to will make you pass, I shot ya!
Fate

Us gangsters make mistakes that had sealed our fate. Leading to jail a living hell?

With the fear of threat of being put to death going on that last stroll on death row.

As we all cry because we don't want to die. But we got to face music as we can't get use to it.

As it is time for all of us to make this date that will seal our fate.
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Dark Day

It's a dark day of June with
blacken clouds that bursts with cold rain.

As death drift down through the hollow as
shadows are lurking everywhere while cills
goes up and down my spine.

Waiting for an ambush from a hostile being to
send me to my death with fear in my eyes
I know it's time to die of a terrifying death.

With so much horror upon me without a fight
why do I have to die Tonight?
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In the Park After Dark

I give you a hand now we got a man down in the park after dark.

Shot in the head where lay dead in the park after dark.

As you thought because I gave you a hand I wasn't going to kill your man in the park after dark.
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Bad Boys

The city is full of violence because all the Bad Boys move in silence.

That's why there is so much violence because the real Bad Boys are on the move in silence.

Because the police can't stop the violence.
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Show Down

Slow down because this is a
showdown to see who is the beast
of the east

As you start to run feeling that
hot lead from my shotgun.

Feeling all wet from the threat of
death as you bleed on your knees
sick with fear as you start shed
some tears

As I fired another shot that's
when your heart had stop.
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Land of Opportunity

I live in the land of opportunity
with a gun in my drawer.

Around Hills, Hores and liquor stores,
It is real sweet laying up with the town
Freak.

As I drank up until I hiccup.
The Greatest

I want you to hear the latest
That one time I was the greatest

Criminal minds of this time. Thinking
Of ways to skate when I made my
great escape with no trace in the police
Face.

While thinking I was smart, the police
Shot me with a sleeping dart.

Now I can tell you this tail from a
cold jail cell. On this day crime
doesn't pay.
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You don't know me

"Bitch" you used to be my home
now you act like you don't know me.

In court on the stand acting like the
D.A. is your main man

On the witness stand to a crime that
you know nothing about now with
out a doubt you're a rat and I'm going
to pay you back.

As I see we wasn't friends to the
end you Fucking Faggot, that's why
I'm going to let you have it with
a bullet to the head now your dead.
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Frame

Someone told in this game that
I feel a lot of pain.
I don't understand because I thought I
was the man, as I try not to cry all
night.

I know it wasn't right by all means,
it's a shame how I let myself get
Frame.

As I fill all of this pain in this dirty
game of Frame.
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Respect my Gangsta

Respect my gangsta because I'm telling you from the rip, I am sick and inshave and I don't play no games.

I will kill at will for the thrill of it. To get my point across because I am the boss.

That stands on top because I can't be stop

(23) David Simms
Blood
Blood in Blood out so ride or hide. Because the price for Treason is death

So lets make no mistakes in this life you live For high stakes.

When you live among some gangsters who love to hate, That's how They seal your fate

From switching to killing to move you out the way that's what makes Their day.
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On The Run

It's no fun having a gun on
The run. Fighting for my life knowing
I wasn't living right

Because I am a gang banger and
and a professional Crack slinger

Playing this cat and mouse game
is so insane, I don't have no one
to blame

I did it to myself with out no help.
Now one day I will be doom once
They catch me and lock me in a
room.
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Cold

While my Heart burns with Fire
As my soul is dark and cold bonded
With chains of evil.

As I walk in the path of The wicked
And shameless in the hard barren land
Of Death.

Sick and ill minded with nowhere to
Turn now my soul must burn.
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Die by the Sword

Let me tell you real gangsters will
die by the sword because they say we
are the real drug lords.

Selling drugs to them dirty cats known as
the Bureaucratics.

Because they are the real gangsters
that won't rest until they put you through
dures with their threats of the law.

So you could take the fall after they
break the law.
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Gangsters Die and go to Hell

Hearing Hell's Bells all of us gangsters
die and go to Hell

Because we hate all of you goody goodies
so we don't care if you get all moody moody

Because we are men that tries to win after
we commit sin. With no fear in our hearts
after we tear this whole town apart

As we get shot down like rabid dogs in the
street the police thinks it's neat as we
die and go to Hell
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Hell's Fire

Now they lay me down to sleep, the devil have my soul to keep.

Without no internal rest while under torment burning in Hell's Fire.

Where I am tortured until I am sick and insane in the brain.
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I am Sorry

While my Heart was cold
and my soul was dark While being
bonded in chains of evil Full of
shame.

All I could say that I owe all of
my respect to the living and the
dead.

As I owe the truth to all I made
sick and insane.

As I pray For Them to not walk
in the path of the wicked nor go
into the ways of evilment
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A Gangster's Redemption

I am ashamed of myself for letting
The devil infatrate my heart.

Because I didn't know that my Heart had
Turned cold and my soul was dark as
the night.

Killing dreams and family like a sport.
While the devil inewance me to do crime
as I got addicted to the grind selling
dope like it ain't no joke.

As I must confess that I made a
mess in jail without no bail.

While everything went to Hell as
sit in this dark cell looking at
barren souls in dark space I knew
that this wasn't the place.
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